Recruitment Solutions: Acoustics | Noise | Vibration
Since 2004, MSA has provided a bespoke recruitment service to clients and candidates working in Acoustics, Noise and Vibration. As
a niche recruiter in this sector, we have developed a comprehensive understanding of the industry enabling us to provide candidates
with a wealth of information and a consultative approach to securing your next career move. We are currently recruiting for the
positions listed below – and for a comprehensive list of our current vacancies, please visit: www.msacareers.co.uk/vacancies

Principal Acoustician (#2 to the MD): | HOME-BASED (South / West London) | up to £52,000 + Bonus
Brilliant opportunity to work for a small but highly respected independent Acoustic consultancy on a range of a wide range
of schemes across London and the South. This role would ideally suit a candidate with around 6 years consultancy
experience who would like more responsibility and be second in command to the MD – running your own projects and
overseeing technical and client engagement work. You will be working on some prestigious projects from large residential
apartments (300+ schemes) to new hospitals and flexi-office working spaces. We are looking for a candidate to provide input
into the growth of the business moving forward. The role will be home-based, but you will have access to co-working spaces
across London and the South East – so candidates will ideally be based in London, Berkshire, Surrey, Hampshire, Sussex,
Kent, Essex, Hertfordshire or Bedfordshire.
Noise & Vibration Specialist | Sussex / Surrey area | up to £56,000 + Bonus + BUPA + Life + Pension
We have an exciting opening for an experienced Noise & Vibration specialist to join a brilliant team of Engineers working on
complex, high value, safety critical schemes across transportation, energy and defence. Projects include power generation
noise control, investigation of equipment failure and rotating machinery upgrades. Candidates will have a solid educational
background (MEng/PhD) in Vibration / Acoustics / Mechanical Engineering and have demonstrable experience of problemsolving Noise & Vibration issues across operational assets in Marine, Energy and Process Engineering sectors. You will have a
fundamental understand of Vibration analysis, structural dynamics, and NDT. Candidates will ideally reside in the Sussex /
Surrey / London / Hampshire regions – you will predominantly be home based with weekly travel to the office + site visits.
This post is only available to UK nationals who can achieve Security Clearance and hold a full UK driving licence.
Senior / Principal Consultant (Building Acoustics) | Cheshire | £45,000 + Bonus + Pension
This role would suit a dynamic, driven individual who is currently at Consultant / Senior level and has ambitions to progress
to Associate. We are looking for an individual who has demonstrable experience (minimum 5 years +) of managing a diverse
range of Building Acoustics projects from enquiry stage to final report and invoicing. You must possess outstanding writing
skills (and be able to provide examples). You must be a hands-on team player willing to work on other projects in addition to
Buildings (industrial noise / power generation projects, etc.). You will be joining a team of talented Acousticians, so only
highly motivated top level candidates will be considered for this role that offers significant career progression.
Senior Noise & Vibration Engineer | Edinburgh | up to £48,000 + Overtime + generous pension
This is a fantastic opportunity to work alongside a team of engineers and analysts in the field of vibro-acoustics. You will help
conduct a diverse range of field measurement, modelling, data analysis and technical report writing. This role would suit a
well-educated individual (MEng / PhD) who has a strong technical background in structural noise and vibration, laboratory
work, coding and electronics. An interest in R&D work would be suitable for this post – and applications would be welcome
from candidates who have worked in the automotive sector (NVH) or product development (noise reduction). This post is
only available to UK nationals who can achieve DV Security Clearance and hold a full UK driving licence.
Senior Building Acoustics Engineer: | Chelmsford, Essex | up to £45,000 + Bonus
This role represents a fantastic opportunity to work for a most respected independent firm of Acoustic Engineers. As a
Senior Acoustic Engineer, you will be involved in some prestigious projects such as high value apartments at Hyde Park and
Greenwich, residential towers in the far east + the odd rollercoaster within theme parks! They are looking for a reliable
individual who can run projects independently and help contribute to the growth of the business as part of the senior
management team. You should possess a minimum of 5 years consultancy experience and be an outstanding communicator.
Candidates that are reside to the East side of London / Essex would be ideally located.
To apply for these positions please e-mail your CV in complete confidence to: info@msacareers.co.uk

or call Jim to discuss 0121 421 2975
MSA Limited is acting as an employment agency on behalf of our clients

